On Central Banking

In these six lectures given at the Norwegian Royal Academy of Science and Letters, Jan Fredrik Qvigstad draws on his deep experience at Norges Bank to outline key principles on which to base central bank policy. The first two lectures (about keeping promises and transparency) emphasize the importance of credibility and ensuring accountability. Lectures 3–6 can be viewed as applying these key principles to specific issues (making good decisions, managing wealth, learning from history, and institutions). The lectures do not break new ground – indeed, Qvigstad nicely illustrates how these principles have been articulated in literature, history, and politics. Rather, the lectures emphasize the lessons to be learned by applying these principles to central banking history with primary reference to the case of Norway, such as managing Norway’s sovereign wealth fund and designing institutions that will produce good policy outcomes.

Jan Fredrik Qvigstad (born 1949) was Deputy Governor and Deputy Chair of the Executive Board of Norges Bank 2008–2014. From 1997 he was Chief Economist of Norges Bank. He is now the Executive Director, General Staff, at Norges Bank with the responsibility for the bank’s economic history project.
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Foreword

Michael D. Bordo

I first met Jan F. Qvigstad in the spring of 2007 when he and Øyvind Eitrheim came to see me at King’s College, Cambridge, when I was on sabbatical, to discuss the plans for the Norges Bank’s bicentenary celebration. Jan is a very impressive central bank deputy governor who is not only a very able technical monetary economist but also a polymath – he is a scholar of the arts, the sciences, and the humanities.

Jan has spent much of his career at Norges Bank with some excursions to the academic world. He worked his way up the ladder to become Deputy Governor and Vice-Chairman of the Executive Board of the Norwegian Sovereign Wealth Fund. As an economist he has written a number of important policy papers, including one in 2006, “When Does an Interest Rate Path ‘Look Good’? Criteria for an Appropriate Future Interest Rate Path”
which has led to what Carl Walsh, a leading scholar of central banking, has recently dubbed

the Qvigstad Rule, a useful rule of thumb for inflation targeting central banks to assess monetary policy. . . . It has the advantage of focusing on things we care about— inflation and real activity—rather than the setting of the policy instrument. . . . If inflation is above target the output gap should be negative and vice versa. If inflation is above target and the output gap is also positive, then policy is too loose; if inflation is below target and the output gap is negative, policy is too tight. (Walsh 2014) ¹

Most important and most interesting are the six annual lectures Jan gave at the Norwegian Academy of Science and Letters from 2008 to 2013. The lectures are lessons or homilies for how to be a good central banker. All the lectures are grounded in the history of Norges Bank and the history of central banking in general. The six lectures are intertwined and then summarized in his most recent lecture, “On Institutions.”

Lecture 1: On Keeping Promises

To establish credibility central banks have to keep their promises. Promises are hard to keep because future temptations come along to break them. For a central bank the promise to maintain the value of money, that is, to maintain price stability, can be hard to keep in the face of political pressure to reduce unemployment or stimulate output during a recession. To keep its promises the central bank needs to follow the example of Ulysses and be bound to the mast to resist the sirens’ songs. This fundamental idea was put forth by the philosopher Jon Elster (1979)\textsuperscript{2} and by the economists Thomas Schelling (1960)\textsuperscript{3} and Finn Kydland and Edward Prescott (1977).\textsuperscript{4} Being tied to the mast prevents short-run objectives from dominating long-run objectives. To follow through on its key mandate to maintain price stability the central bank needs to be backed up by the government.

The history of monetary policy is rife with precommitment mechanisms that didn’t work. The specie standard that prevailed through much of recorded history made keeping promises easy to monitor. Coin defined as a fixed weight of gold or silver could be relatively easy to ascertain by the market. Still, in times of turbulence, monarchs were tempted to debase the coinage to gain seignorage revenue. The best known culprits were the kings of France and Burgundy in the fifteenth century and Henry VIII of England in the sixteenth century. With the advent of bank notes and government chartered banks of issue, keeping promises meant maintaining the convertibility of paper notes into specie at a fixed exchange rate—the specie standard rule. New technology made the temptation to overissue easier. The shift to a fiat money standard in the twentieth century increased opportunities for breaking promises because of the loss of the specie nominal anchor. It took until the 1980s for credibility to maintain low inflation to be restored.

Within this general framework of world monetary history Jan examines the record of Norges Bank with keeping promises. When Norges Bank was founded in 1816 the key problem it faced was the legacy of high inflation after the Napoleonic wars. The bank introduced a currency convertible into silver called the speciedaler. A big problem was that Norges Bank did not
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have large enough silver reserves to fully back the new currency. It took twenty years to restore full convertibility but credibility was attained by “the long promise” to steadily contract the money supply until convertibility could be achieved. From the 1840s until World War I Norway, like other advanced countries, followed the specie standard rule, leading to an era of price stability and good macroeconomic performance. The good pattern broke with World War I and a return to high inflation and macro instability. After the war, Governor Nicolai Rygg followed the specie standard rule and engineered a serious deflation accompanied by recession to achieve convertibility at the prewar parity. A backlash triggered by the real costs of his “par” policy carried through much of the rest of the twentieth century. After World War II, Norway eagerly adopted Keynesian aggregate demand management and went further into indicative planning and credit allocation (like other European countries). These policies eventually led to rising inflation, sluggish growth, and frequent devaluations, culminating in a period of unstable money in the 1970s. The return to keeping promises came in 1986 with the decision by the government to have a mandate for low inflation and, eventually, give the Norges Bank the independence to implement it via inflation targeting.
Lecture 2: On Transparency

Central bank transparency and accountability is today viewed as key to maintaining credibility for low inflation. In earlier times central banks acted in secrecy and good central bank governors learned to be as cryptic as possible; for example, the maestro Alan Greenspan was impossible to understand. Today central banks try to be as open and transparent as possible so they can achieve their objectives of low inflation and low inflation expectations. Indeed, transparency is a way to manage inflation expectations. In this lecture Jan complements the previous lecture on keeping promises by narrating how central bank transparency evolved through the ages.

Under the specie standard, when the key objective was to maintain the fixed price of gold, it was easy to observe the central bank’s gold reserves. This carried forward to the post–World War II realm of fixed exchange rates. With respect to lender of last resort policy, Walter Bagehot’s strictures told central banks to announce their policy clearly and in advance. The shift to managed fiat standards and central banks providing stabilization policy became associated with central bank secrecy in revealing their interest rate policies in the belief that unexpected policy could influence the markets. This was jettisoned in the 1970s and 1980s with the rational expectations
revolution and the belief in central bank credibility as a way to anchor inflation expectations. Central bank transparency became the norm worldwide.

Jan surveys Norges Bank’s experience. Like other countries it followed the specie standard and later fixed exchange rates with a modicum of transparency except at times when devaluation seemed imminent. With the shift to the emphasis on low and stable inflation and credibility (the keeping of promises), it became important to become transparent and to communicate the central bank’s intentions. Norges Bank has the best record in the world in transmitting its intentions, its forecasts, and the models it uses. Norges Bank follows the collegial approach, in contrast to the individualistic approach of the Bank of England and the Riksbank. This has a bearing on how the minutes can be written and published. Detailed minutes with a collegial approach is difficult because the board members would be reluctant to let their views be recorded.

Lecture 3: On Making Good Decisions

Norges Bank as an independent central bank has been delegated the mandate to provide price stability. It targets inflation, varies the policy rate to hit its inflation target, and has to make decisions on when to raise and lower
the rate. Decisions matter a lot because they affect the public’s view of the competence and quality of the central bank. The problem with decision making is that we live in an uncertain world. Jan discusses how decisions were made in Norges Bank’s history. Two important episodes stand out: when the United Kingdom devalued the pound in 1931 and when it devalued in 1949. Norway, as a small open economy with close trade ties to the United Kingdom, to avoid being at a competitive disadvantage, followed the United Kingdom’s lead in 1931. As a consequence, like the other countries that followed the United Kingdom’s lead, it recovered quickly from the Great Depression. In 1949 it followed the same rule of thumb as in 1931 and devalued by the same amount as the United Kingdom. This time, the outcome was different: Norway suffered high inflation. The difference between the two episodes was that in the earlier one there was substantial economic slack while in the later episode there was excess aggregate demand. The prevailing economic conditions were not closely considered by the monetary authorities.

Jan describes how today the Norges Bank’s Executive Committee makes decisions using the expertise of its research department and its collegiality-based committee system. However, he points out that Norges Bank’s approach runs the risk of groupthink, which is why most
of its members come from outside the bank. He argues that Norges Bank’s decision making is sharpened by the clarity of its mandate to maintain an inflation target of 2.5 percent over a longer period. This allows it the flexibility in the short term to deal with shocks to the real economy while always maintaining its long-term goal. Good decision making is tied in closely with transparency and with keeping promises. Transparency is a precondition for accountability, which focuses the minds of policy makers to make the best decisions possible.

Lecture 4: On Managing Wealth

As Deputy Governor Jan F. Qvigstad was the vice-chairman of the Executive Board of the Norwegian Sovereign Wealth Fund (SWF) called “Government Pension Fund Global” (which is management by Norges Bank Investment Management (NBIM)). In Lecture 4 he describes how he perceives his mandate. Norway has so far avoided the Dutch Disease where a sudden increase in oil revenues can lead to the misallocation of resources toward the oil-producing sector and to eventual impoverishment. The Norwegian SWF has invested the oil revenues and a fiscal policy rule secures that only the returns on its previous investments are spent.
Jan explains how the fund allocates its asset purchases between bonds and primarily foreign equities and how it selects the companies it invests in, paying close attention to avoiding investing in companies “violating fundamental humanitarian principles.” As one of the largest SWFs, Government Pension Fund Global accounts for 1 percent of global equities, yet it has avoided exerting undue influences in its member countries. Norway is fortunate to have its oil resources and such a well-managed SWF.

Lecture 5: On Learning from History

Qvigstad employs Thomas Kuhn’s (1962)\textsuperscript{5} concept of paradigm shifts to analyze the theoretical backgrounds to policy making in history. He starts with the classical approach to fiscal policy – to always maintain balanced budgets. This was the view of the Norwegian Director General at the Ministry of Finance, Mr. Nissen, right after World War II. This approach was quickly eclipsed by the Keynesian paradigm, which posited active budget management to stabilize the economy and to allocate resources. The Keynesian/Frischian vision dominated

\textsuperscript{5} Thomas Kuhn (1962), \textit{The Structure of Scientific Revolutions}, University of Chicago Press.
Norwegian macro policy making from the 1940s to the 1970s. By the 1970s a disconnect between the reality of large deficits, high inflation, and weak economic performance led to a new Kuhnian paradigm shift toward the Lucasian rational expectations approach, which emphasized the role of free markets rather than government intervention, and monetary and fiscal policy based on transparent rule-like behavior. This produced the Great Moderation, which lasted until the financial crisis of 2007–2008. Time will tell if the paradigm will last.

Jan argues that there is learning from history but that caution needs to be exercised before discarding the old paradigm. According to him, the simple balanced budget rule of Director General Nissen in 1945 would have helped the Europeans avoid the ravages of the recent Eurozone crisis while Keynesian policies of spending in recessions and saving in the boom could also have been helpful.

His desired prescription is to follow simple rules such as his “Rule of Four” (Llewellyn and Qvigstad 2012, pp. 31–44).\(^6\) When the current account deficit exceeds 4 percent of GDP, inflation exceeds 4 percent, unemployment exceeds 4 percent, and bank lending exceeds 4 times

the GDP, the economy is heading for trouble. Simple rules in an environment of confidence in policy making will carry the policy maker far but, according to Jan, there is no Faustian magic wand and real economic problems need real economic adjustments.

Lecture 6: On Institutions

Qvigstad uses Acemoglu and Robinson’s (2012)\(^7\) distinction between inclusive and extractive institutions as a backdrop to describing how the Norges Bank evolved as a “good institution.” Inclusive institutions exist to serve the people, while extractive institutions foster rent seeking. After the industrial revolution Norway shifted from the “old society,” based on the institutions of the family and the village, to a modern economy. Upon independence in 1814 sound institutions were established with the Constitution, the Supreme Court, the Norges Bank, and the public school system.

The Glorious Revolution in England in 1688 set that country on the path of sound institutions, which backstopped the development of markets and the division of labor. The concept of sound institutions applies to the

monetary system, which has evolved from specie to the present fiat system. Institutional developments that prevented debasement and the overissue of paper money preserved the functions of money as a store of value, unit of account, and medium of exchange – key ingredients to provide grounding for economic development.

Jan describes the key defining moments in the Norges Bank’s path to becoming a cutting-edge, credible central bank. The defining moments mentioned in earlier lectures were the speciedaler and “the long promise,” which led to the transition between the Napoleonic war inflation to the stable money of the specie standard; the resumption of gold convertibility called “par” policy in the 1920s under Nicolai Rygg, which damaged the reputation of the Norges Bank and led it (as was the case in other countries) to lose its independence to the fisc; the Keynesian/Frischian interlude from the 1940s to the 1970s that ended with ten devaluations and high inflation; and the policy shift in 1986 to the Norges Bank regaining its independence, adopting a mandate for price stability and adopting inflation targeting in 2001. Jan calls the period 1986–2001 “the long return.” So the 200-year history of Norges Bank starts with “the long promise” (from monetary chaos to price stability) and ends with “the long return” (to price stability).
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Qvigstad concludes his lecture series with four key principles for a sound central bank: (1) it must keep its promises, (2) it must make good decisions, (3) it must be transparent, and (4) it must learn from history. The Norges Bank under the guidance of Jan F. Qvigstad and his predecessors is certainly a good example of these principles.

The Lecture Not Held: On Mediocrity

After each of lectures in the Norwegian Academy of Science and Letters there was a general discussion. In his closing remark, Jan used to announce the theme for next year’s lecture. The sixth lecture was the last one, but even so Jan said that if there should have been a next one, the theme would have been “On Mediocrity.” The reasoning he gave was the following: Institutions are often measured in terms of their role and credibility. It is not easy to measure credibility, but it is done. Norway scores high on such confidence measures. Some assessments for Russia show that the level of output would have been 70 percent higher if the country’s confidence measure had been as high as was the measure for Sweden. Confidence is important for economic prosperity. Individual institutions are also measured. But the scores are not static. They may rise or fall. Norges Bank is today among the highest ranking in such surveys.
But Norges Bank must not rest on its laurels. A central bank must be competent if it is to maintain its credibility. As a starting point the central bank is somewhat handicapped in this respect.

There are two main reasons for this: Norges Bank is a monopolistic institution. It is the only central bank in the country. There is no other benchmark within the nation. Second, the institution has at its disposal a potentially enormous budget. It prints its money. Printing a 1,000 krone note costs half a krone and the bank can sell the printed note for 1,000 kroner. The potential financial leeway is substantial. An undertaking needs a good-sized budget, but not one that is too big! One may easily become self-satisfied. So, even if Norges Bank has a high ranking in terms of reputation and confidence, it can quickly slip into a mood of self-satisfaction and then mediocrity. It is up to Norges Bank to put into place the mechanisms to prevent this from occurring. The central bank must tie itself to the mast.

What can a central bank do? The first element is transparency. It must expose itself to criticism. The second element is an international dimension. It must be part of the international community of central banks and academia to provide a basis for comparison. Governor Erik Brofoss was central bank governor from 1954 to 1970 and was perhaps more concerned with questions
outside the realm of central banking. But he was the one who laid part of the foundation for the “long return” – perhaps without knowing the scope of what was to follow or the eventual outcome. Brofoss was intent on sending young economists at the bank out into the world to learn. When they came back, they had learned that another world was possible, benefiting from input about what central banks should be doing and how monetary and credit policy should be conducted. Today, there is a research unit at the bank. Its research output is useful, but a drop in the ocean in relation to the totality of the research produced in the world. But the research unit is important to keep the central bank on its toes. It is the bank’s bridge to the academic world within and outside Norway. Internationally recognized researchers visit the bank every week and inform it of the most recent research developments and challenges for its perceptions and thinking. The very presence of internal researchers with specialized competence in the area of central banking keeps other staff on the ball. The research unit keeps the bank as an institution from isolating itself, from becoming introverted and self-satisfied. The third element is a good interplay between the bank’s executive bodies and staff. Most of the literature on “making good decisions” is concerned with the composition of the board (external vs. internal and experts vs. general
competence) and their decision-making bodies (collegial vs. individualistic committees). Not least, it is important that the board use its staff competence effectively. If an institution such as Norges Bank slowly slides into mediocrity, it will not be discovered until it is too late.

From reading Jan’s lectures you realize that he is not just another boring central bank economist who looks at his shoes, but a polymath who is interested in everything. In his lectures, especially in the footnotes, he quotes from and cites, in addition to economics books and articles, history, philosophy, psychology, law, sociology, poetry, and drama. Jan also has his whimsical side, with occasional references to Harry Potter. The Norges Bank is fortunate to have him on board, as is the fraternity of central bankers.
“Money makes the world go around,” they sing in the musical Cabaret. The musical is dark and melancholic. The song’s message is that money makes the world go around; not love, not having children and grandchildren – just money.

As economists we think otherwise. We think that money is not an end in itself. Money is the oil in the machinery that helps the economy to function. We think of money as the unit of account, just like distance is a unit of measurement. It would be meaningless to answer the question “How far is it?” with 110. One must add the unit of measurement, “yards” or “meters.” Money is useful as means of payment so that one can avoid returning to a barter economy. Money is also a store of value, creating a time gap between earning and spending to allow borrowing in the meantime, which
facilitates investment. Money, however, only functions in an efficient way if there is trust and confidence. In early times money circulated in the form of coins, with a promised content of silver, copper, or gold. It was tempting to debase the coins and reduce or replace some of the silver with less valuable metals. When paper money came into use in the form of banknotes, it was tempting to produce too many of them, until their value depreciated and they could no longer be exchanged into the promised silver or gold content. Since the mid-nineteenth century, money has mainly been in the form of bank deposits. Trust is still critical, not least our trust in banks. As the economy develops and grows more sophisticated, so does money. In a modern society, it is inconceivable for the world to go around without money. Modern societies have delegated the task of safekeeping money to central banks.

On Central Banking contains six lectures given at the Norwegian Academy of Science and Letters. The lectures analyze different aspects of central banking but the questions raised could also be relevant for other institutions in society. The key words are trust and confidence. A prerequisite for trust and confidence is keeping promises. But in a modern open society, the central bank must do more. It must also be transparent and explain its functions and decisions to the public. Yet there is no point